Methodological framework

Objective
The aim of this paper is to identify the main actors, channels and narratives that contribute to
online Antisemitism propagation by distorting, denying or trivializing Holocaust’s memory in
current socio-political issues in Estonia, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Spain.

Concepts and definitions

For this research, the authors have used International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance
(IHRA) working definitions1, as follows:

Holocaust: the state-sponsored, systematic persecution and murder of Jews by Nazi
Germany and its collaborators between 1933 and 1945.
Holocaust denial: The IHRA’s non-legally binding Working Definition of Holocaust Denial
and Distortion reads: “Holocaust denial is discourse and propaganda that deny the historical
reality and the extent of the extermination of the Jews by the Nazis and their accomplices
during World War II, known as the Holocaust or the Shoah. Holocaust denial refers
specifically, to any attempt to claim that the Holocaust/Shoah did not take place. Holocaust
denial may include publicly denying or calling into doubt the use of principal mechanisms
of destruction (such as gas chambers, mass shooting, starvation and torture) or the
intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people.”
Holocaust distortion: The IHRA’s non-legally binding Working Definition of Holocaust
Denial and Distortion refers to a number of examples of attempts to cast doubt on the
factuality of the Holocaust. These include (but are not limited to) gross minimization of
the number of the victims of the Holocaust; attempts to blame Jews for causing their own
genocide; and statements that cast the Holocaust as a positive historical event.
Additionally, a special focus was paid to the occurrence of inappropriate analogies and
comparisons to Holocaust memory and symbolism that occurred in online and social media
as a rhetorical argument within current issues.
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Executive summary

COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically contributed to online antisemitic narratives
promoted by populist politicians (in Poland and in Slovakia), as well by the general users (in
Poland, Romania, and Slovakia). The medical protocols were vastly perceived, in various
conspiracy theories, as part of a global experiment ran by the Jewish financial and
pharmaceutical elite.

Most of the medical restrictions imposed by the governments were inappropriately
associated to the inhumane treatment against the Jewish population that was enforced by
the Nazi regime and its allies during Holocaust (in Poland, Romania, and Slovakia). Some
conspirative narratives suggested that this pandemic is also a vindication from the Jewish
survivors that want to control the world population and to claim world supremacy (in
Romania).

In the recent years, the political discourse and confrontations in Romania
escalated due to various incidents that grossly trivialized Holocaust memory.

In Spain, animal rights supporters, some of them of high reputation, have
inappropriately linked the living conditions within the animal farms with those within the
concentration camps.

There is a high incidence of distortive narratives that reinterpret or revisit
Holocaust’s history and its factual base (in Poland, Romania, and Slovakia). In Poland and
Slovakia, extremist politicians bluntly deny or distort Holocaust memory. Additionally, in
Poland and in Romania there are some tendencies to restore the memory of some national
war criminals or collaborators of the Nazi regime during World War II.
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In Romania there is a persistent narrative that challenges Holocaust memory,
for being over documented and over promoted, as opposed to the Communist regime and its
criminal actions. Moreover, the communist movement is directly linked to the inter-war
Jewish elite. In Poland, the “Holocaust industry” narrative is still perpetuated by the extremist
politicians or influencers.

In Estonia, there are no consistent trends that would trivialize or distort Holocaust
memory.

Readers’ discretion advised. The following paper includes explicit and
violent language.
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Holocaust trivialization and distortion in Estonia
Prepared by: Estonian Human Rights Centre
National context

The Holocaust trivialization has not been a thoroughly discussed or researched topic in
Estonia and therefore it is difficult to assess the occurrence and extensiveness of the
phenomenon prior to COVID-19. In addition, the Holocaust and topics related to it are rarely
in the spotlight and are mostly only connected to remembrance dates. The importance of
remembrance of the Holocaust is rather well acknowledged by Estonian politicians and
leaders of different institutions, with the annual commemoration ceremony on January 27
being a natural part of their agenda. Around this date, commemoration events are organized
by schools, museums, and other institutions.
One of the reasons for modest interest could be that the Holocaust and anti- Semitism has
not aroused much debate among historians in the country. Estonian historians have
established that about one thousand members of Estonia’s Jewish community along with
thousands of Jews transported to Estonia from other European countries were murdered in
Estonia according to orders issued by the Nazi occupation authorities, and that there were
several Estonian policemen, military, prison guards and others who participated in these
murders. There have been discussions, however, on the topics of how the Soviet occupation
that preceded the German occupation and particularly the mass deportation in June 1941
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have influenced the willingness of Estonians to take part in the Nazi policies and how strong
the influence of German propaganda was among the Estonian population.2
Anton Weiss-Wendt, Norwegian academic and historian who has a PhD in Jewish history
from Brandeis University, has stated that unlike in neighboring Latvia and Lithuania, the Nazi
mass murder of Jews has never become a subject of debate in Estonia. He has written, that
as part of his research that most Estonians think of the Holocaust as a superimposed
discourse that has no direct connection to their country.
Regarding the Holocaust denial and visible antisemitism in the recent years, it should be
noted that there have naturally been worrisome incidents and statements, but no massive
phenomenon can be pointed out. Articles or comments against Jews very rarely appear in
the media or public debate. At the same time, there is one radio channel (Nõmme raadio)
that systematically makes “revelations of Jewish conspiracy” but it is a small-range and
without real influence.
One of a few cases that received attention in the society, was a verbal attack on the head of
Estonian Jewish Congregation. In 2019, a young man speaking in Estonian who had been
removed from a tram in downtown Tallinn by the municipal police (mupo) for stealing a ride
shouted remarks “Jews to the oven” and “Heil Hitler” at the chief rabbi who was passing the
man with his children. After shouting the remarks, the young man stopped his activity and
with that the incident ended. Mupo forwarded video recordings to the police. “The visibly
nervous young man who had made profane remarks at the patrol kept talking to an
acquaintance of his on the cellphone throughout [the incident]. During the procedural act, the
rabbi with children passed by at some distance, in whose direction the young man in a state
of nervousness voiced insulting remarks. The mupo patrol intervened in the situation
immediately and ended the young man’s improper behavior, promising to call the police if not
obeyed,” spokesperson for the municipal police explained the situation to the public. The
police opened a criminal proceeding following a verbal attack and he was fined. Prime
minister Jüri Ratas condemned the attack.

2

Report on Estonia to IHRA https://vm.ee/sites/default/files/content-editors/RAHORG/estonia_country_report_final_2016.pdf
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Description of the phenomenon
Keyword search on social media regarding anti-Semitic narratives that would link
anti-Semitism, the Holocaust and COVID-19 returned no consistent results. In some isolated
cases, creating the virus and/or spread of it was attributed to China, Bill Gates and/or the
Jews, usually a post or a comment would involve all three or at least two from the list.
However, it can be concluded that the Estonian language social media has very little content
or debate on the topic.
General keyword search on Google and station.ee (portal for all the media content in
Estonia) did not lead to trends or narratives that would connect anti-Semitism, the Holocaust
and COVID-19 pandemic. In one isolated case, members of a popular music band
5MIINUST described a situation after their sailboat landed on one small Estonian island this
Spring during the COVID-19 crisis. There was an unknown man in the port who started
shouting at the band members, “Why are you coming here to bring the virus, f****ng Jews.“
The band members have no known Jewish heritage. The incident did not receive much
public attention or any further comments. Previous research and monitoring exercises have
shown that hate speech can predominantly be found in Facebook comments which are
responses to the articles of Uued Uudised, the media platform of the Conservative People's
Party of Estonia (EKRE). Present research found no news from the portal on the subject
matter. Moreover, although former EKRE leader Mart Helme has publicly expressed
xenophobic, sexist and homophobic views, and the members of his party have included
people convicted of violent crimes and Nazi sympathizers, there have been no comments
made by the party or its prominent members during the COVID-19 crisis on the topics
related to Holocaust or anti-Semitism.
Conclusions and recommendations
The COVID-19 pandemic has had most probably very little or no influence on the issues
related to the Holocaust in Estonia and no evidence about the Holocaust trivialization in the
context of COVID-19 was found during this research. At the same time, it is of the utmost
importance to emphasize that this does not mean that there are no Holocaust deniers or
trivializers, comments, articles, and statements that undermine the horrors of Holocaust,
simply the topic is rarely discussed in the Estonian society and has no relation to ongoing
COVID-19 crisis.
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Holocaust trivialization and distortion in Poland
Prepared by: Never Again Association
National context

Description of the phenomenon
In Poland, despite the small size of the Jewish community after the Holocaust, Jews remain
one of the main targets of hate speech on many different levels, including mass media and
politics, e. g. during the presidential campaign in 2020.
In this light, ‘Holocaust as a figure of speech’ trivialization does not seem to be the biggest
problem in the field of antisemitism, although it also exists and shows a low threshold of
sensitivity to issues related to the Holocaust.

For example, in a YouTube video dated 16 August 2020, a Member of Parliament from the
right-wing Konfederacja party made a speech at a rally against sanitary precautions related
to the coronavirus pandemic. He stated among others: “I will allow myself a drastic analogy.
It is like summer 1939. So far, they just order some people to wear armbands and when the
time comes to go to the ghetto it will be too late for protests. At that time in the city of
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Warsaw there were quite a few of those [Jews] who thought the armband had its good
aspects in fact, it clarifies the situation, it allows some to distance themselves clearly from
the fallen Polish cause, some of them chose the armband to choose peace for themselves.
And it is similar today, they order the nation to wear the face masks”.
Video caption: “In 1939 armbands, now masks. A speech at a demonstration in Warsaw”:

On 21 January 2020, a progressive Member of the European Parliament published a tweet
in which she used a picture showing cows wearing the uniform of Jewish prisoners of Nazi
concentration camps with a Star of David on it, standing against a wall splashed with blood.
Her tweet was a protest in support of animal welfare. She wrote: “Jo Frederiks [the author of
the picture] provokes us to think, opens our eyes to how we treat animals. This picture was
invoked by Fundacja Viva [an animal rights group] and it is good, because it’s time for a
serious discussion about the treatment of animals, about conditions in which they live, about
how we kill them. Is it humanitarian? Is it farming?”
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It should be noted, however, the large-scale problem of Holocaust trivialization and distortion
on social media in Poland goes way beyond the cases of inappropriate analogies (‘figure of
speech’). On the contrary, there is a widespread phenomenon of antisemitic hate speech
related to the Holocaust and, especially, the so-called competition of victimhood between the
Poles and the Jews. The competition of victimhood frequently leads to trivialization,
distortion and minimalization of the suffering of the Jews during the Holocaust.
In quite numerous extreme cases the Jews themselves have been blamed for the Holocaust,
for collaborating with the Nazis and for mass murder of the Polish people during World War
II. In this way the roles of the victim and the oppressor are seriously distorted.
For example, a very popular Polish journalist and author made numerous extreme
antisemitic statements on YouTube, e.g. denying the historical facts about the Polish
responsibility for the 1941 Jedwabne pogrom while saying "the Polish people had a perfect
moral right to take revenge against the Jews". He claimed the Jews were responsible for
mass murder of Poles during World War II and "the Soviet-Jewish occupation was much
worse than the German occupation". He repeatedly protested against "the Holocaust
industry". The interview was aired on the Wrealu24 channel on 27 November 2020.
Another disturbing phenomenon is the growing tendency towards justifying and glorifying
pro-nazi policies and collaboration during World War II. One such example has been the
glorification of Wladyslaw Studnicki, a Polish pro-nazi and antisemitic activist during the war.
In 2020, the campaign to glorify Studnicki was supported by several state officials and public
figures (including politicians).
On 13 November, an employee of the Polish embassy in the UK, published information on
Twitter about the renovation of the gravestone of Wladyslaw Studnicki at St.Mary's cemetery
in London. She also posted a video of the grave currently decorated with Polish national
colours. She wrote "this is just the beginning of the road for the restoration of memory about
W. Studnicki and his ideas":
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In a previous tweet that was eventually removed by the platform, earlier this year, she wrote
about Studnicki: "one of the greatest Polish thinkers of the 20th century, despite his
predictions turned out correct he was not appreciated, and he was forgotten for many years".
On 14 November, the same employee published a statement signed by herself and others,
in which they say "we hope that his [Studnicki's] merits will be appreciated and [he] will be a
role model for all of us in living and working for the Independent [Poland]":

The last tweet was applauded, among others by the deputy leader of the parliamentary
faction of the ruling party, who pledged his support for the initiative to honour Studnicki in the
future.

In fact, Studnicki, was a notorious pro-German propagandist who was disgraced for his
collaboration with the Nazis during World War II. In the 1930s, Studnicki wrote for example
that Jews were "parasites on the healthy branch of the Polish tree". He called for a
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"dejudaization of Poland". In 1936, he was an honorary guest of the NSDAP at the
Nuremberg party rally where he met with Hitler himself. During the Nazi occupation of
Poland, he campaigned for Polish support for the Nazi Reich. He fled to the West in 1945
where he was shunned by the Polish exiles and died in London in 1953.
Arguably, the case of Studnicki’s glorification in 2020 can serve as an illustration of the
changes of the accepted social norm in the field of discourse about the history of Nazism
and the Holocaust.
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Holocaust trivialization and distortion in Romania
Prepared by: ActiveWatch Association
National context

Description of the phenomenon
Given the fragile institutional and legal framework, doubled by inconsistent awareness and
educational campaigns on Holocaust’s significance for the Romanian society, the occurrence
of inappropriate narratives is inevitable. In the recent years, the most common forms of
Holocaust trivialization were identified within public arguments that were related to the
healthcare system and various political or ideological clashes.
Since the beginning of COVID-19 the trivializing narratives have increased dramatically,
along with conspiracy theories that evoke Holocaust related symbols or historic references.
Prior to COVID-19 crisis, the poor conditions within various Romanian hospitals have
triggered inappropriate correlations to the “extermination camps”. Usually, these narratives
emphasize both the physical conditions and medical protocols similar to those that were
documented during Holocaust.
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Translation: There is an extermination camp out there, with a low skilled staff that is working
with patients.
The COVID-19 pandemic amplified these narratives that were critical both against the
medical and political management of the crisis.

Translation – comment 1: What could be more beautiful for the elderly to spend their time in
a barbed-wire stall, next to a newly built crematory and a soap factory? A new Auschwitz,
under COVID macht frei brand…
Translation – comment 2: (This is) a Nazi practice, to the liking of Nazis like Iohannis and
Orban (note: Romanian President and Prime Minister). Will they gas us, like in Auschwitz? Is
it a crime to be old? Or is it not a crime to admit old people into extermination camps?
These trivializing narratives were mostly promoted by conservative online media that were
critical to Romanian authorities’ actions. In this concern, the Romanian Government banned
several websites that were promoting false and alarming news during the state of
emergency, but with little effect on the diffusion of these narratives within social media.

Translation (headline): Disaster in hospital-camps: Forcedly admitted asymptomatic are
melting down
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Thus, conspiracy theories became more visible within social and online media, promoting
shocking trivializing narratives.

Translation: Romania is not Auschwitz! Romania should not be transformed into a
concentration camp, for experiments and for exterminating Romanians, both medically and
financially. Since you are an elected official, you should think twice before passing this Nazi
bill or you will be accused of high treason.
These narratives have operated not only with misleading technical, medical, or even mystical
references, but they also have a consistent political motivation.

Headline translation: The toxic PNL-PSD alliance is turning Romania into a concentration
camp and into a globalist experiment, taking advantage from a media frenzy “pandemic”
In COVID-19 context, the political critics shifted rapidly into a veracious blend of arguments
that grossly trivialize Holocaust memory by abusive misuse of historic references:
extermination and experimental camps, medical and political dictatorship, population control
etc.
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Comment summary: Extensive comment that blame the Jewish community for COVID-19
uprisal. The Jews are portrayed as greedy, “a satanic cult” or “bloody murderers”.
One of the most prominent and persistent forms of trivialization are present within political
confrontations and these tendencies were identified not only within various political
supporters, but also within political discourses promoted by high ranked politicians. Since
2014, the ethnic background of the President Klaus Iohannis has been subject to various
hate narratives and trivializing metaphors. Thus, his opponents and critics widely operate
with connecting his German ethnicity to Nazism and abusively accuse him of planning their
“disappearance” or “extermination”.
Frequently, President Iohannis is associated with Adolf Hitler and his political conduct is
exposed as a direct threat to the supporters and leaders of PSD (Social Democratic Party),
the most critical political party against Iohannis. In the recent years, prominent members of
PSD openly used trivial comparisons to portray Iohannis as icon for the Nazi ideology.

Trivializing meme posted by Darius Valcov, personal advisor of Viorica Dancila, former Prime
Minister of Romania (September 2018)
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Trivializing meme posted by Dana Varga, personal advisor of Viorica Dancila, former Prime
Minister of Romania (august 2019)
Most recent, during 2019 presidential elections, a PSD deputy claimed within a nation TV
program that Iohannis is acting like a “concentration camp commander”3. A year before, in
the context of Iohannis’ critics towards the brutal policing against population during a protest
against the Government, the same PSD deputy publicly stated that the President, “as a
German, [he] should be more contained when talking about gassing people”4.

Both

statements were subject to National Council against Discrimination judgement, but with no
significant penalties for promoting hate speech – for the 2018 hateful message, the PSD
member was sanctioned with a formal warning, whilst the 2019 statement was treated as
free speech.
The abusive trivialization of Holocaust symbols is also present within the supporters of the
most prominent political parties: PSD and the National Liberal Party (PNL) critics but at lower
incidence.

Translation: Extermination camps will be opened for all PSD supporters! To the gas
chambers, you disgusting rats!
Most of the trivial messages that evoke deportation or inhumane treatments, including
extermination, target Social Democratic Party’s leadership.

3

Another xenophobic attack, PSD brand. Olguța Vasilescu: "Mr Klaus, I think he already sees himself as the head of a
concentration camp"
4
Olguța Vasilescu, on Klaus Iohannis: "As a German, to talk about gassing takes a lot of courage"
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On the other side of the political spectrum, PSD supporters use inappropriate comparisons
into self-perceived discrimination treatment narratives, especially from the current leadership
and their supporters.

Translation: This president who is so benevolent with the degenerates and sodomites wants
PSD to vanish; he’s like Hitler who wanted the Jews to disappear and he used the most
horrific extermination methods.
Apart from the above listed trends, there are recurrent and consistent antisemitic narratives
that distort or deny Holocaust memory within conservative online platforms or on social
media, within regular users. The most dominant distortive narrative is rooted in the firm belief
that Romania had a minor or accidental contribution to Holocaust and that Antonescu’s
regime had saved Jewish lives by deporting them to Transnistria.

Translation: Marshal Ion Antonescu is a great hero, an honorable individual that was
manipulated by others and has contributed to the death of a couple of hundred of thousands
Jews. But, according to Romanian Jews, he also saved more than 200.000 Jews.
Another dismissive narrative is that there is a global and national agenda to emphasize
Holocaust’s atrocities as opposed to the communist regime’s victims, a regime that has been
endorsed and installed with the support of the Jewish community.
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Translation: Such a big fuss for a Jew that was killed by SS and absolute silence when it
comes to communist war criminals. [the author claims that the communist regime has killed
more people than SS and that there is an international consensus not to treat communism
as a criminal regime due to the Jewish background of some communist leaders]
To conclude, the current intensity of Holocaust trivializing narratives is mostly fueled by two
major societal issues: the poor quality of the medical system and the deep political
polarization. Unfortunately, the politicians not only fail to raise awareness on Holocaust’s
impact and significance, but occasionally they contribute to this trivialization.
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Holocaust trivialization and distortion in Slovakia
Prepared by: DigiQ
National context

Description of the phenomenon

At the beginning of the pandemic, in the first half of March 2020, people's attention was
affected by radical changes related to restricting the movement of people and getting used to
social isolation. This stimulated the emergence of various conspiracy theories and
misinformation, which began to spread through social networks to an increasing extent. The
basis of conspiracy narratives was the belief in the deliberate creation of the virus by the
world's elites, which control the whole world, respectively. The virus was to be created for the
purpose of decimating the European or world population, or even as a pretext for vaccinating
all of humanity, either to increase the profits of pharmaceutical companies or to grip the
population, or to make it easier to manipulate and control.
At the same time, several conspiracy theories have been combined, from those that have
been recycled in public for decades about the conspiracy of wealthy Jewish families, to
controlling people through vaccination and chipping, to tracking people through 5G networks.
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Hate speech was directed mainly against Jews, liberals, and world and domestic politicians.
In addition to conspiracy websites and representatives of the far right, a certain part of the
so-called conspiracy theories began to spread alternative scene, who are close to esoteric,
but sporadically also some famous personalities from the world of show business, art or
culture. The chairman of the extremist party of the ĽSNS, Marián Kotleba, has fundamentally
started using the phrase "Project Covid", which seeks to support the narrative about the
planned oath and artificial creation of the virus in our society. ĽSNS representatives support
the fascist political party 1st Slovak Republic and its President Tis, their speeches included
anti-Semitic statements in the past and denial or mitigation of the Holocaust. According to
them measures against the virus are compared to Nazi or fascist practices. Wearing face
masks was linked to a slave society, vaccine development, and vaccination to the methods
of the Third Reich and Hitler.
As for Holocaust denial and antisemitic manifestations, the situation in the Slovak Republic
is specific in that, despite strong antisemitic attitudes, the manifestations are not so visible,
for several reasons. One of the reasons is the participation of the Slovak Republic in the
Second World War on the part of Germany and its participation in the deportation of Jewish
citizens to concentration camps. Another reason is the fact that Holocaust denial is a
criminal offense in the Slovak Republic. Even so, various conspiracy theories about the
Jewish conspiracy and, to a lesser extent, hateful antisemitic expressions are largely shared
in social media.
Hate speech has also been linked to the narrative of long-standing conspiracy theories about
NGOs. They showed NGOs as agents of Western powers aimed at enslaving Slovakia,
whether through migrants who represent a greater risk of spreading the virus, defending
LGBTI intention to destroy traditional families, or through promoting liberal fascism with the
aim to control the people by a worldwide Jewish plot.
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Kotleba: Coronavirus as a pretext for enslaving people

M. Mazúrek denied the Holocaust and gas chambers.

Uhrík: I don't know if the murder of 6 million Jews is fairy tales
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Mazúrek: We know fairy tales about soaps from Jews about the Third Reich

Kotleba: Yesterday I received an invitation to the test. I don't know why it reminds me Nazi practices.

Mazurek: Everything leads to compulsory vaccination, the planet is overcrowded, we need to be reduced. Bill Gates took care
of everything years ago and made a plan.
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Mazurek: Healthcare is one big business for them and today we are only clients, not patients. Today, they need treatment and
not to keep the business going. The Covid port vaccination will be the biggest business of all time

After all, they want the population to be reduced so that retirees become extinct as soon as possible, stupid young
people and make them slaves. I feel sick when I read how many people are basting them

.
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The policies and decisions of the current government are not for the health of human beings, but to cover fascist-liberal politics.
It reminds me a lot of the practices of World War II.

Letting the economy fall is the goal of this government. And not just ours. It is a worldwide and globally prepared event.

What Covid? What veil? They know if it's the same as we do. It's a delusion. The elites want to seize us, to control us, to
enslave us. The Corona crisis serves to abolish nation states. Schäuble himself said this - the greatest Nazi in the world.
Everything is going according to plan. Rockefeller himself issued it in May 2010 as an order ....

I keep saying that this is Hitler's third empire. Hitler did it with weapons and these whores with money. One thing would interest
me. If people can't be vaccinated, then what will the Brussels whores do
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How about the Nazis? Protesters likened the bans on the pandemic to Nazi regimes. A speaker in Bucharest likened measures
to torture dissidents under communism.

Actor and singer Ibrahim Maiga: Be careful, the enemy has a plan. The whole of Covid is an experiment on people how to
control and enslave us.

Compulsory vaccination contradicts informed consent to medical procedures and is a Nazi crime.
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Bill Gates - the savior of mankind or the promoter of the worldwide neo-fascist movement?

Nazi economy of the EU - Citizen of economic concentration camps

Stop EU farces in the EU Masts of the EU brothel!
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Anti-Semitic cartoon

Shor document

Bill Gates serves the Khazar Satanist Mafia, led by the Vatican, the Jesuits, and black noble families from Italy. This sociopath
is not hidden at all by murder ...

How Bill Gates connects with concentration camps, Nazi camps to exterminate humanity…
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Conclusions and recommendations
The spread of conspiracy theories, misinformation, and hoaxes, not only during a pandemic,
can be prevented or eliminated by a few simple measures that can be used in online as well
as offline environments. In particular, the state authorities should not ignore this emerging
phenomenon and should enforce the legal framework to combat these manifestations.
Competent authorities provide consistent support to NGOs involved in monitoring hate
speech related to conspiracy theories and misinformation, as they have limited resources to
deal with this issue.
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Holocaust trivialization and distortion in Spain
Prepared by: Movimiento contra la Intolerancia
National context

Description of the phenomenon
One of the most pronounced trends concerning the trivialization of the Holocaust in Spain is
based on the construction of anti-Israel narratives by parties and organizations that tend to
be on the radical left. Strictly applying the IHRA definition, these contents would be clearly
anti-Semitic in nature.
In 2014, Podemos vice-president Pablo Iglesias, when he was in the opposition, stated that
Palestinians are subject to same treatment as Jews during the Holocaust.
"Pablo Iglesias compares Palestinians to Jews in the Warsaw Ghetto"

The leader of Podemos, Pablo Iglesias, said this Friday that "the resistance of Gaza"
reminds him "of the Jewish heroes of the Warsaw Ghetto", who faced the Nazis "with
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Molotov cocktails" in 1943. Iglesias has thus expressed himself in statements to Cuatro, from
the Middle East, where he participated in a trip organized by the Group of the United Left in
the Euro chamber.
For some organization of Jews community when Iglesias refers to “Palestinian resistance”
he is directly comparing Hamas terrorist group with Jews holocaust victims.

Another perspective would be the post in twitter made by vice-president of the Spanish
government on commemoration of Holocaust Remembrance’s Day on 27of January of 2020.

“It's been 75 years since Soviet troops liberated Auschwitz. Tens of thousands of people
were killed there, including hundreds of Spanish republicans who were marked with an
inverted red triangle. Memory so as not to repeat history. Fascism never again."
The question is to what extent it is possible to commemorate the Holocaust without
mentioning the Jewish victims who in Auschwitz became almost a million. Years ago,
Iglesias came to define the Holocaust as a "mere bureaucratic problem."
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Another worrying trend is noticed within animal rights supporters that tend to abusively use
analogies between the living conditions of farm animals and the WWII concentration camps.
In July 2020, the director of the public newspaper and the former president of PACMA
(Animalist Party) infiltrated a farm to denounce animal suffering for their treatment in the
meat industry.

Concretely, ex-president of PACMA and current director of an organization call Animal
Equality: “A Chicken Holocaust. But they don't mention either the place or the farm: "They
get a lot of water; the weakest die of starvation and thirst. There are no veterinarians or care
of any kind here. It's a perverse system", criticizes the director of Animal Equality.
Director of the newspaper wrote in the official twitter of the newspaper:
"This torture was done by the Nazis to select race, for the vulnerable, weakest,
smallest to fall. What we saw was a chicken concentration camp. It's eugenics”.
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In 2019, Movement against Intolerance denounced to the Madrid Public Prosecutor's Office
a professor of philosophy at the Complutense University of Madrid (UCM) for an alleged hate
crime against fundamental freedoms and rights, under article 510 of the Penal Code, "for
comparing Holocaust victims to a slaughter of pigs". The NGO has reported in a statement
that the teacher compared on Twitter a "pig slaughterhouse" from the Aragonese town of
Binefar with the victims of the Jewish Holocaust of Babi Yair (Kiev, Ukraine).
These messages were a humiliation, contempt and mockery of the victims of Babi Yar, and
of the Holocaust, which was trivialized by comparing it to a slaughter of pigs and which was
an attempt at extermination from the Jewish people.

1) Biggest slaughterhouse in Europe has been opened in Binefar, a small Aragonaise
village of less than 10.000 habitants. From this morning it has the capacity to
sacrifice, flay, bonning less 30.000 pigs in one day”
2) “29 september of 1941, Baby Jar (Ucrania) 33.771 jews… From now on 30.000 pigs
in Binefar (Spain)
3) They would tell that we the specialists exaggerates comparing meet industry with
Holocaust, the truth is that is worth. There were only one day when Nazis reached
that figures.
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